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Abstract

Background: Mutation-induced variations in the functional architecture of
the NaV1.7 channel protein are causally related to a broad spectrum of human
pain disorders. Predicting in silico the phenotype of NaV1.7 variant is of major
clinical importance; it can aid in reducing costs of in vitro pathophysiological
characterization of NaV1.7 variants, as well as, in the design of drug agents for
counteracting adhere pain symptoms.
Results: In this work, we utilize spatial complexity of hydropathic effects to-
ward predicting which NaV1.7 variants cause pain (and which are neutral) based
on the location of its mutation site within the NaV1.7 structure. For that, we
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analyze topological and scaling hydropathic characteristics of the atomic envi-
ronment around NaV1.7’s pore and probe their spatial correlation with mutation
sites. We show that pain-related mutation sites occupy structural locations in
proximity to a hydrophobic patch lining the pore while clustering at a criti-
cal hydropathic-interactions distance from the selectivity filter (SF). Taken to-
gether, these observations can differentiate pain-related NaV1.7 variants from
neutral ones, i.e., NaV1.7 variants not causing pain disease, with 80.5% sen-
sitivity and 93.7% specificity [area under the receiver operating characteristics
curve = 0.872].
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that maintaining hydrophobic NaV1.7 in-
terior intact, as well as, a finely-tuned (dictated by hydropathic interactions)
distance from the SF might be necessary molecular conditions for physiological
NaV1.7 functioning. The main advantage for using the presented predictive
scheme is its negligible computational cost, as well as, hydropathicity-based
biophysical rationalization.

Keywords:

NaV1.7, missense mutations, pain, atomic hydropathicity, computational
modeling, cumulative hydropathic topology, scaling, pathogenicity prediction

Introduction1

Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaVChs) are pore-forming proteins span-2

ning the cell membrane. They are members of the ion channels superfamily3

and their main physiological role is to control transport of sodium ions across4

cell membranes. The human NaV1.7 channel is encoded by the SCN9A gene5

and is preferentially expressed in peripheral neurons (e.g., dorsal root ganglion6

(DRG) nociceptors) responsible for networking pain signals. The structure of7

the NaV1.7 α-subunits is that of a pore-forming tetramer via assembly of four8

heterogeneous domains (DI-DIV). Three intracellular loops (L1-L3) form struc-9

tural interconnections among subsequent domains. Each domain comprises six10

transmembrane helices (S1-S6) organized into a pore module (PM) forming11

an ion-conduction pathway coupled with a voltage-senor (VS). Mechanistic de-12

scription of NaV1.7’s function is that VSs react to extracellular changes in ionic13

concentrations by moving outwards thus exerting a pulling force upon the PM14

which opens the channel pore. Closed-to-open gating transition leads to chan-15

nel activation, i.e., renders it conductive to sodium ions. Missense mutations in16

the SCN9A gene can destabilize the NaV1.7’s functional architecture thus dis-17

rupting physiological gating and, consequently, deregulate flow of sodium ions18

through the pore. At a cellular level, these genetically-caused destabilizations19

can affect neuronal excitability by inducing a gain-of-function (GOF) effect, i.e.,20

by increasing the net ionic flow, thus triggering a wide spectrum of pain diseases21

such as inherited erythromelalgia (IEM) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,22

14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31], paroxysmal23

extreme pain disorder (PEPD) [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] and small fiber24
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neuropathy (SFN) [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. A proof of concept for the GOF-pain cor-25

relation hypothesis came from identification of missense SCN9A-gene mutations26

inducing a loss-of-function (LOF) effect, i.e., decreasing sodium-ions membrane27

currents, that is causally related to clinical symptoms of loss of pain sensation28

[45, 46, 47].29

Hydropathic interactions (HIs) represent a summary of fundamental molec-30

ular interactions [48] driving molecular phenomena such as protein folding,31

protein hydrophobic-core stability, self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules and32

”dewetting” transitions occurring at the nanoscale (for a review in HIs-driven33

phenomena see [49]). Within the field of ion channels research, experimental34

and computational studies have shown that HIs are crucial regulators of gating35

processes occurring within the pore’s microenvironment (termed as hydropho-36

bic gating phenomena [50]), as well as, of channel stability via formation of37

hydrogen bonds networks [51, 52] initiated by pore-lining hydrophobic residue38

patches [53]. Computational modeling of HIs combined with biophysical ob-39

servations extracted from in vitro NaVCh pathophysiological characterization40

can propel our understanding of mechanistic linkages between mutation-induced41

perturbations and human pain pathophysiology. Key-studies toward this direc-42

tion were these of Lampert et al [54] and of Yang et al [55] demonstrating how43

the F1449V mutation and the in-frame-deletion L955Del, respectively, can dis-44

rupt a hydrophobic ring stabilizing the putative activation gate (AG) of the45

NaV1.7 thus acting as disease-causing molecular triggers. Moreover, computa-46

tional modeling successfully deduced an energetic coupling between two differ-47

ent IEM-related mutations foreseen by their geometrical proximity in NaV1.748

structure [7]. A question that naturally arose from these studies was whether a49

detailed examination of HIs network characteristics within a NaV1.7 structure50

can reveal statistically-significant but also biophysically-relevant differentiations51

among the WT structure and its variants. This question was probed by Kapetis52

et al [56]; a network-theoretical computational framework was introduced in53

order to capture changes in inter-atomic HIs within a NaV1.7 WT structure54

induced by pain-related mutations. The study reported on a betweenness cen-55

trality network measure achieving a statistically-important differentiation of56

pain-related variants from a collection of neutrals, i.e., variants not causing57

pain disease. Notably, this approach highlighted the prominent role that HIs58

play in NaV1.7’s stability and reported on plausible mutation-mechanism sce-59

narios disrupting hydrophobic contacts among neighboring and distant residues.60

Another remark on the multi-scale nature of HIs was made by the authors of61

[57] suggesting that a pathogenic mutation in the KCNA1 gene encoding the62

human voltage-gated potassium channel KV1.1 can de-tune HIs equilibrium63

(and, consequently, destabilize KV1.1’s pre-open conformation) implying that64

mutation-induced perturbation effects can destroy finely-tuned network-like HIs65

expanding throughout the structure as a whole. Interestingly, the fine-tuning66

hypothesis was proposed also for the NaV1.7; a recent study employing a ma-67

chine learning (MLE) computational pipeline for predicting NaV1.7’s variant68

pathogenicity suggested that the fine-tuning of the NaV1.7 channel is so del-69

icate that limits classification accuracy of practically any computational ap-70
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proach [97]. Taken together, these observations highlight the highly-cooperative71

nature of HIs [48] and suggest that even small changes in the hydropathic spa-72

tial distribution profile of a channel structure can have a detrimental impact73

on the functional architecture which, in turn, might induce clinically-observed74

alterations of electrophysiology.75

Following [56, 97], this study aims at probing the finely-tuned hypothesis76

for the NaV1.7’s atomic hydropathic environment in order to predict whether77

a NaV1.7 variant causes pain or not. We utilize a closed-state structural model78

of the NaV1.7 retrieved from homology modeling based on the pre-open NaVAb79

[58] template (first presented in [55] and later used also in [7]) and investigate80

cumulative, i.e., scale-dependent, hydropathic properties of its porous atomic en-81

vironment in relation to structural locations of missense SCN9A-gene mutations.82

In order to tackle spatial complexities emerging from the highly-cooperative na-83

ture of HIs we adopt a modeling approach rooted in the hypothesis that proteins84

can be represented as self-organized criticality (SOC) [59] archetypes; protein85

structures are thought to have been evolutionary optimized with respect to ex-86

trema in some thermodynamic property (or properties) capturing a qualitative87

reorganization of the atomic environment [60, 61]. The intra-channel locations88

where these macroscopic thermodynamic changes take place correspond to so-89

called critical points of the atomic structure [60, 61]. The highly-cooperative na-90

ture of HIs has placed structure-retrieved hydropathic properties in the epicenter91

of SOC hypothesis [60, 61, 62, 63]). It is important to note that computational92

evidence for a universal hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic (or inside-outside with ”in-93

side” referring to the hydrophobic core and ”outside” referring to the hydrophilic94

exterior) spatial transition in protein systems was first provided before the for-95

mulation of the SOC hypothesis (see [64]). Departing from this phenomenologi-96

cal basis, we here utilize the finite-size scaling analysis methodologies presented97

in [65, 66] for screening hydropathic morphology around NaV1.7’s pore [65]98

toward identification of critical points associated with NaV1.7’s functional ar-99

chitecture. Biophysical relevance of retrieved observations is justified not only100

in terms of the scale-invariance of a carefully-chosen cumulative hydropathicity-101

property function but also with respect to conserved structural NaV1.7 features102

such as the PM-VSs spatial transition and the location of the selectivity filter103

(SF). In particular, we demonstrate that the atomic cumulative distribution104

function around NaV1.7’s pore exhibits a sigmoid profile with inflection points105

matching closely the conserved PM-VSs spatial transition. This provides a rigor106

description of atom-packing geometry and, consequently, a macroscopic parti-107

tioning of the atomic environment around the pore allowing for mapping the108

spatial profile of the atomic cumulative hydropathicity-property function and109

mutation sites on two dimensions. The SOC hypothesis is then accepted (or110

rejected) depending on whether the cumulative hydropathicity-property func-111

tion is globally maximized and exhibits power-law-like scaling behavior in the112

vicinity of the inflection point (or not).113

Our mapping procedures reveal the formation of a hydrophobic patch (HP)114

incorporating NaV1.7’s central cavity (CC) and activation gate (AG). We report115

on two ”hot” map areas attracting pain-related mutation sites which are dis-116
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tributed either inside or along HP’s periphery. Probing the SOC hypothesis for117

the NaV1.7 structure reveals that ”hot” structural locations tend to cluster at a118

distance of 33.4 Å from the SF. Stability implications of these observations can119

be concertized by considering that in the vicinity of the critical point the range120

and intensity of HIs increase in a power-law fashion thus favoring amplification121

and propagation of mutation-induced perturbations only peripherally to the HP122

and at critical HIs-distance from the SF thus not directly affecting neither of123

them. The clinical translational value of our findings is tested by predicting124

pathogenicity of 84 NaV1.7 variants; a weighted average of HP- and SF-related125

distance metrics can classify up to 29 (out of 36) pain-related variants and 45126

(out of 48) neutral variants correctly.127

Methods128

All computations were performed in R [67] environment unless stated differ-129

ently.130

3D structure preparation131

We fetch the NaV1.7 atomic structure model constructed via homology mod-132

eling procedures based on the pre-open NaVAb [58] template (for model con-133

struction details see [7]). Its principal axes were estimated by using the VMD134

software [68]. A global coordinate system (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) was introduced with its cen-135

ter at O and the NaV1.7’s principal pore axis, i.e., the axis approximating the136

direction of the channel’s pore, was aligned with the z-axis with orientation from137

the extracellular side (ES) toward the intracellular side (IS) with respect to ẑ.138

The atomic center e= 1
M

∑Nc

i=1 mi·ci of the 3D structure was set to overlap with139

O, where ci=(cx,i, cy,i, cz,i) is the atomic center of the i-th atom, mi is the mass140

of the i-th atom, Nc=18567 is the total number of atoms and M=
∑Nc

i=1 mi is141

the total molecular mass (values of atomic masses are the same as [? ? ]).142

Geometrical characteristics of the pore143

We navigated through the skewed NaV1.7’s pore by introducing pore points144

p (see Supplementary Material (SM), S1). The pore radius at p is given by [72]145

R(p) = min
i=1,2,..,Nc

{||ci − p|| − vdWi} (m2)

where ||·|| is the euclidean norm and vdWi is the van der Waals radius of the146

i-th atom (values of van der Waals radii are the same as [? ? ]). The distance147

between p and its nearest neighbor atom corresponds then to148

D(p) = min
i=1,2,..,Nc

{||ci − p||} (m3)

and the outer surface radius at p is given by [65, 66]149

L(p) = max
i=1,2,..,Nc

{||ci − p||+ vdWi} (m4)

where the unit of measurement for R(p), D(p) and L(p) is expressed in [Å].150
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Finite-size sampling around the pore151

The atomic environment around p is sampled with concentric spheres placed152

at p of increasing radius [65, 66]153

lα(p) = D(p) + α·
L(p)−D(p)

Kα
for α = 1, 2, ..,Kα → ∞ (m5)

whereKα is the total number of sampling spheres and α denotes the index of the154

sampling sphere. lα(p) indicates the size, i.e., molecular scale, of the spherical155

cluster of atoms around p in [Å] and L(p) the finite channel size measured with156

respect to p. Accordingly, the atomic cumulative distribution function (CDF)157

at p is given by [65, 66]158

N(p, lα(p))=

Nc∑

i=1

θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||) (m6)

where θ(·) is the heaviside function. Note that N(p, lα(p)) essentially describes159

how atoms are packed around p. In computational practice Kα is set to be160

”large enough” approximating the continuous case via dense sampling.161

Mathematical modeling of atomic accumulation162

Modeling of the CDF was performed by employing the GROFIT routine [73].163

A collection of candidate models including re-parametrized algebraic forms [74]164

of the Logistic model [75]165

nLOG(p, lα(p)) = A(p)·
{
1 + exp

(4·t(p)

A(p)
·
(
s(p)− lα(p)) + 2

)}
−1

(m7)

, of the Gompertz model [76]166

nGOM (p, lα(p)) = A(p)·exp
(
− exp(

e·t(p)

A(p)
· (s(p)− lα(p)) + 1)

)
(m8)

with e=exp(1), of the the modified Gompertz model [77]167

nMGOM (p, lα(p)) =A(p)·exp
(
− exp

(e·t(p)

A(p)
·(s(p)− lα(p)) + 1

))

+A(p)·exp
(
w(p)·(lα(p)− lshift(p))

)
(m9)

and of the Richards model [78]168

nRIC(p, lα(p)) = A(p) ·
{
1 + q̃(p)·b(p)·exp

(
− k(p)·lα(p)

)}
−1/q̃(p)

with b(p)=exp
(
1 + q̃(p) + k(p)·s(p)

)
and k(p)=

t(p)

A(p)
·(1 + q̃(p))1+1/q̃(p)

(m10)
were fitted onN(p, lα(p)) along lα(p)-direction where {A(p), t(p), s(p), q̃(p), w(p), lshift(p)}169

are model parameters. The mathematical model that best fitted N(p, lα(p))170
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traces along lα(p)-direction was selected based on minimization of an Akaike171

information criterion (see [73] for algorithmic details).172

Following [66], model parameters interpretation was performed with respect173

to the inflection point174

ξ(p)={lα(p)
∣
∣
∂2n(p, lα(p))

∂lα(p)2
=0} (m11)

that determines the location along lα(p)-direction where the radial distribution175

function (RDF), ∂n(p,lα(p))
∂lα(p) , maximizes. The RDF maximum value is given by176

the parameter t(p) accounting for the maximum atomic accumulation rate (or,177

equivalently, for the maximum atomic density) around p. Parameter A(p) is178

the asymptote value of the fitted model, i.e., n(p, lα(p)→∞)=A(p), describing179

what happens when L(p) becomes arbitrary large. Parameter s(p) determines180

the location along lα(p)-direction where the lag domain ends, i.e., the size of the181

lag atomic accumulation domain. Interpretation of parameter t(p) is retrieved182

in terms of the ratio t(p) = A(p)
os(p)=o(p)−s(p) with o(p) determining the location183

along lα(p)-direction where the asymptote atomic accumulation domain begins.184

Parameter q̃(p) affects the shape of the Richards model curve, as well as, the185

location of the inflection point along lα(p)-direction thus plays the role of the186

summary atom-packing parameter. Parameters w(p) and lshift(p) of the mod-187

ified Gompertz model indicate the location and the slope, respectively, of a188

second increase in the modified Gompertz model curve (see [73]). The Logistic189

and the Gompertz model are retrieved from the Richards model for q̃(p) = 1190

and q̃(p)→0, respectively, as shown in [79], thus they are considered as special191

cases of the Richards model.192

Cumulative hydropathicity-property functions193

The hydropathic density of the atomic environment around p was approxi-194

mated in terms of [65]195

m(0)(p, lα(p))=
h(0)(p, lα(p))

N(p, lα(p))
∼ kcal/(mol≡atom)

with h(0)(p, lα(p)) =

Nc∑

i=1

θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||)·HIwi

(m12)

where h(0)(p, lα(p)) corresponds to the cumulative zero-order hydropathic pore196

moment function [80] with HIwi = HIi + wi representing the i-th atomic hy-197

drophobic index in accordance with the corrected Kapcha-Rossky atomic hy-198

drophobic scale presented in [65] (note that the Kapcha-Rossky atomic hy-199

drophobic scale was initially published in [81] where a HIS atom was missing200

and was later added in [65]) with additive gaussian noise wi∈N(µ=0, σ=0.001).201

The superscript ”(0)” indicates the moment order.202

The hydropathic inter-atomic interaction strength (HIIS) at p, i.e., the aver-203

age interaction strength between an atomic component found within the cluster204
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of size N(p, lα(p)) and its surroundings, was approximated in terms of the hy-205

dropathic imbalance (or interaction strength) pore function [65, 66]206

~m(1)(p, lα(p))=
~h(1)(p, lα(p))

N(p, lα(p))
∼ kcal·Å/(mol≡atom)

with ~h(1)(p, lα(p)) =

Nc∑

i=1

θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||)·HIwi ·~rp,i

= h(1)
x (p, lα(p))·x̂+ h(1)

y (p, lα(p))·ŷ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

~h
(1)
xy (p,lα(p))

+h(1)
z (p, lα(p))·ẑ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

~h
(1)
z (p,lα(p))

(m13)

where ~h(1)(p, lα(p)) corresponds to cumulative first-order hydropathic pore mo-207

ment function [80] quantifying the hydropathic inter-cluster interaction strength208

(HIcIS) with ~rp,i being the vector from p to ci. The superscript ”(1)” indicates209

the moment order.210

Introduction of the weak noise source wi practically guarantees that |h
(0)(p, lα(p))|211

and ||~h(1)(p, lα(p))|| are non-zero for every combination of p and lα(p) while212

their scaling behavior remains practically unaffected. Throughout this study we213

consider pore’s physichochemical field characteristics to be adequate described214

in terms of the axial component, ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))=~h

(1)
z (p, lα(p))/N(p, lα(p))=215

m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))·ẑ given that the magnitude of the radial component, || ~m

(1)
xy (p, lα(p))||=216

||~h
(1)
xy (p, lα(p))||/N(p, lα(p)), is vanishingly small relative to || ~m(1)(p, lα(p))||217

after a cut-off, lag-domain scale (see SM, S2). Hence, we focus throughout218

this study only on the scaling behavior and topology of the HIIS axial field219

component which can occupy only two states; an ”in” state which is charac-220

terized by ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) pointing towards the intracellular side (IS), i.e., by221

m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))>0, and an ”out” state which is characterized by ~m

(1)
z (p, lα(p))222

pointing towards the extracellular side (ES), i.e., by m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))< 0. Topo-223

logical changes in HIIS axial field component are detected according to the224

algorithmic scheme presented in [65] (see SM, S3).225

Finite-size scaling of HIIS226

In accordance to [66], a scale-invariant interval of the HIIS axial component227

corresponds to combinations of p with α for which the power-law approximation228

|| ~m(1)
z (p, lα(p))|| ∼ lα(p)

γ(p) (m14)

is accurately satisfied indicating that HIIS stabilizing the cluster of N(p, lα(p))229

atoms around p span a range up to ∼ lα(p) Å. Sign of γ(p) quantifies the230

rate at which intensity and range of HIIS increase or decrease for increasing231

atomic cluster size. From a HIs-network standpoint, γ(p) indicates whether HIs232

network interconnectivity is up- or down-regulated, i.e., whether HIs bonds, e.g.,233

hydrogen bonds, are created or destroyed within the structure. The energy levels234
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associated with HIs bonds formation (or de-formation) guaranteeing stability of235

the atomic cluster can then be approximated by236

U(p, lα(p)) := ||~h(1)
z (p, lα(p))||/lα(p) ∼ N(p, lα(p)) · lα(p)

γ(p)−1 (m15)

measured in kcal/(mol≡atomic cluster).237

Results238

In Figure 1 we demonstrate that atomic accumulation around NaV1.7’s pore239

follows a sigmoid profile which can be accurately described by the Richards240

model (SM, S4). Inflection behavior of atomic accumulation can thus be de-241

scribed in terms of the inflection points, ξ(p), so that the atomic environment242

around the pore is partitioned into four consecutive domains spanning NaV1.7243

from the inside to the outside (Figure 1(b),(c)). Structural locations of the244

inflection points correspond to intra-channel regions where the atomic density245

maximizes and were found to closely follow the PMs-VSs spatial transition (see246

SM, S5 for calculation of PMs-VSs spatial transition characteristics). Accord-247

ingly, ξ(p) serves as a macroscopic boundary line splitting the atomic environ-248

ment around NaV1.7’s pore into two phases, namely, a pre-inflection phase for249

lα(p)≤ ξ(p) and a post-inflection phase for lα(p)>ξ(p) accounting for atomic250

sub-environments containing mainly structural components belonging to the251

PMs and VSs, respectively (Figure 1(b)).252

Based on the geometrical partition scheme summarized in Figure 1 we pro-253

ceeded with mapping of missense SCN9A-gene mutation intra-channel structural254

locations. For that, we utilized a set of well-studied GOF NaV1.7 mutations255

prototypically related with IEM, SFN and PEPD pain disease (total number256

of pain-related mutation sites: 36) and a set of neutral NaV1.7 mutations, i.e.,257

NaV1.7 variants not causing disease, (total number of neutral mutations: 48)258

and retrieved their corresponding two-dimensional map site (SM, S7).259

260
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261

Figure 1: Atomic accumulation around NaV1.7’s pore. (a),(b) Cartoon illus-262

tration of the NaV1.7 human channel (side and top views). The atomic environment263

around the pore is partitioned into three consecutive domains; a lag domain, an inflec-264

tion domain, and an asymptote domain. The upper boundaries of the lag domain, of265

the pre-inflection domain and of the post-inflection domain are also shown in terms of266

their statistical representations 〈αs〉, 〈αξ〉, 〈αξ〉≈ 〈αν〉 and 〈αo〉, respectively. Helical267

structures in (a),(b) forming the PMs and the VSs are colored with red and blue color,268

respectively. (c), Traces of statistical representations of the normalized (with respect to269

Nc) atomic CDF, 〈N̄(p, lα(p))〉α, and of its best-fitted Richards model 〈n(p, lα(p))〉α270

are plotted in log-scale with shaded areas around 〈N(p, lα(p))〉α indicative of 95% con-271

fidence intervals. Statistical representations of scalars are calculated according to SM,272

S6.273

274

The majority (i.e., 54%) of pain-related mutations sites are sparsely dis-275

tributed within the inflection domain attracted and, more precisely, attracted276

toward a centrally-located map area in the vicinity of the inflection-points line277

αξ (see area II on Figure 2(a) in relation to Figures 2(b),(c)). On the other278

hand, the majority (i.e., 75%) of neutral mutation sites are distributed within279

the second part of the inflection domain so their map density tends to maximize280

approximately in the middle of the second part of the inflection domain (see area281

III on Figure 2(a) in relation to Figures 2(b),(c)). The rest 46% of pain-related282

mutation sites are found within the lag domain toward the intracellular side of283
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the NaV1.7. In particular, their map density maximizes in the vicinity of the284

boundary line αs toward the IS (see area I on Figure 2(a) in relation to Figures285

2(b),(c)). Taken together, these observations indicate that for decreasing molec-286

ular scale the probability of a missense SCN9A-gene mutation to translate into a287

pain-related phenotype increases which is of little surprise considering that mu-288

tations affecting NaV1.7’s interior are more likely to perturb packing of S5-S6289

pore-forming helices and, consequently, affect pore’s gating behavior.290

Mapping of hydropathic density profile reveals the formation of a large HP291

incorporating the central cavity (CC) and the AG (Figure 3). Specifically, we292

demonstrate that the center of the pore is lined by predominantly hydropho-293

bic atomic components expanding toward the IS where occlusion of the pore294

takes place by the ring of Y405 (DI), F960 (DII) F1449 (DIII) and F1752 (DIV)295

residues which are known to form the NaV1.7’s activation gate (AG) (Figure296

3). Macroscopically, the wide CC translates into a structural contraction event297

as the outer surface radius is locally minimized so that the channel is split298

into two funnel-like structural compartments (see trace of L(p) on Figure 3).299

Hydropathic density variations can be summarized in terms of three visually-300

distinguishable contour domains; the T
(0)
2 domain accounting for HP’s forma-301

tion, the T
(0)
1 domain accounting for a hydrophobic pore wall placed between302

the hydrophilic selectivity filter (SF) and the hydrophilic extracellular side (ES),303

and the hydrophilic T
(0)
3 domain covering the largest contour map area and in-304

corporating both the SF and the ES mouth.305

306

307

308

Figure 2: Geometrical mapping of missense SCN9A-gene mutation sites. (a),309

Two sets of missense SCN9A-gene mutation are employed; a pain-related set contain-310

ing IEM, PPD and SFN mutation sites and a neutral set containing mutation sites311
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not related to pain disease (SM, S3). Lines αs, αξ and αo highlight the boundaries312

among consecutive domains. Map areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” indicate maximizations313

in density of mutation sites. (b), Histogram of mutation sites along α-direction. (c),314

Histogram of mutation sites along p-direction. Red- and blue-colored histograms ac-315

count for distribution of pain-related and neutral mutation sites, respectively.316

317

The SF’s microenvironment is formed by the residues D361 (DI), E930 (DII),318

K1406 (DIII) and A1698 (DIV) where a bare sodium ion of radius ≈1.8 Å can319

exactly fit in (Figure 3). Strikingly, approximately 53% of pain-related mutation320

sites are found within T
(0)
2 while map areas I and II are distributed along HP’s321

boundary, i.e., occupy contour map area that belongs to both domains T
(0)
2 and322

T
(0)
3 (Figure 3). On the other hand, only 10% of neutral mutations sites are323

located within the T
(0)
2 while area III is distributed solely within T

(0)
3 (Figure324

3).325

Given that mutations affecting a protein’s hydrophobic interior pose a high326

risk for detrimental destabilizations [82, 83], we hypothesize that mutations327

occurring at structural locations in proximity to HP are more likely to be re-328

lated with pain phenotype as their perturbing effect can directly affect tight329

hydrophobic packing around channel’s mass center. We test this hypothesis by330

calculating the distance between each mutation structural location and HP’s331

boundary (SM, S8) and fed retrieved distances into a binary classifier. We332

achieved to classify correctly 29 (out of 36) and 38 (out of 48) of pain-related333

and neutral, respectively, mutations correctly with a cut-off distance of 18.13334

Å (Figure 4). This translates to an area under receiver operating characteristics335

(ROC) curve of 0.787 and pain phenotype prediction with specificity of 0.791336

and sensitivity of 0.805 (Figure 4(a)).337

338

339

Figure 3: Spatial profile of the hydropathic density around NaV1.7’s pore.340

Contour map of the hydropathic density pore function, m(0)(p, lα(p)), for p ∈ P and341

α=1, 2, ..,Kα =800. Blue and red color contour domains represent hydrophobic and342

hydrophilic domains around the pore, respectively. Black lines R(p), R̄(p) and L(p)343
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depict geometrical pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) represents the PMs-344

VSs spatial transition. Dashed black lines s(p), ξ(p) and o(p) account for the bound-345

aries between different domains (see Methods). Zero-crossing points of m(0)(p, lα(p))346

collected in Ω(0) describe the boundaries among hydropathic domains T
(0)
1 , T

(0)
2 and347

T
(0)
3 . Pain-related and neutral mutation sites are represented by different symbols (see348

Legend). Mutations sites highlighted with red color correspond to misclassified events.349

Grey-shaded areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” highlight map ares where map density of mu-350

tation sites maximizes.351

352

Misclassified pain-related mutations S211P, L823R, W1538R, I720K, I739V353

and T1596I are found outside of T
(0)
2 thus not in proximity to HP (Figure 3 and354

4(b)). Only a single pain-related misclassification is found within T
(0)
2 , namely,355

R185H (Figure 3 and 4(b)). This striking misclassification is due to the ele-356

mentary statistical approach adopted for calculating distance scores which fails357

to capture the complex geometry of T
(0)
2 (SM, S8). Misclassified neutral muta-358

tions are V1428I, T920N, V194I, V1613I, T1398N, I1399D, S1419N, D1662A,359

D1674A and K1700A are found either inside T
(0)
2 or in close proximity to HP’s360

boundary with a tendency to cluster around the SF (Figure 3 and 4(b)).361

362

363

Figure 4: Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on their distance364

from the HP’s boundary. (a), ROC curve constructed based on the HP’s-boundary365

distance data (for construction of data set see SM, S8). Optimal threshold value corre-366

sponds to specificity and sensitivity values of 0.791 and 0.805, respectively. Area under367
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ROC curve is 0.787. (b), Visualization of ROC curve data. Optimal threshold value368

18.13 Å is marked with black dashed line. Shaded area around distance values indicates369

the 95% confidence intervals. ROC curve is constructed in R [67] by using the pROC370

package [84].371

372

HIs underlying atom packing around NaV1.7’s pore can be adequately de-373

scribed in terms of the HIIS axial field component illustrated in Figure 5(a).374

HIIS axial field topology is organized into five domains, namely, of T
(1)
1 , T

(1)
2 ,375

T
(1)
3 , T

(1)
4 and T

(1)
5 (Figure 5(a)). The centrally-located T

(1)
5 domain covers the376

largest map area and roughly dichotomizes the contour map into two pseudo-377

symmetric parts, namely, an ES part incorporating T
(1)
1 and T

(1)
3 an IS part378

incorporating T
(1)
2 and T

(1)
4 . Pain-related mutation sites are solely found within379

the T
(1)
4 (58%) and T

(1)
5 (42%) domains. On the other hand, neutral sites are380

found within the T
(1)
3 (14%), T

(1)
4 (19%) and T

(1)
5 (67%) domains.381

In order to decode mutation sites clustering behavior on the contour map of382

Figure 5(a) we adopted a phenomenological perspective based on the existence383

of a critical point, ξ(pcrit.), associated with the SF (SM, S9). A crucial re-384

sult that motivated us to adopt such an approach is that pain-related mutation385

sites are attracted toward the critical point in sheer contrast to neutral mutation386

sites which are repelled from it (Figure 5(b)). We term this phenomenon critical387

clustering. Geometrically, the formation of the critical mutation sites cluster re-388

flects the tendency of structural locations of pain-related mutations to minimize389

their distance from the surface of the critical sphere of radius ξ(pcrit.) ≈ 33.4390

Å; intuitive graphical representation of this phenomenon is provided in Figure391

5(a) where we show that ”hot” areas I and II intersect with the dashed green392

line ξ(pcrit.) representing critical sphere’s surface (Figure 5(a)).393

Armed with the observation that pain-related mutation sites (in contrast to394

neutrals) tend to occupy locations at critical hydropathic-interactions distance395

from the SF, we focused on the scaling behavior of HIIS around the critical396

point that is adequately described in terms of the power-law scheme397

m(1)
z (pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) ∼

{

lα(pcrit.)
γpartI(pcrit.) for s(pcrit.)<lα(pcrit.)≤ξ(pcrit.)

lα(pcrit.)
γpartII(pcrit.) for ξ(pcrit.) < lα(pcrit.) ≤ o(pcrit.)

(r1)
accounting for a HIs-network expansion and contraction within the pre- and398

post-inflection phase intervals s(pcrit.) < lα(pcrit.) ≤ ξ(pcrit.) and ξ(pcrit.) <399

lα(pcrit.)≤o(pcrit.) with rates of γpartI(pcrit.)=2.27±0.18 and γpartII(pcrit.)=400

−5.18 ± 1.02, respectively (Figure 5(c)). On the left of the interval ξ(pcrit.)<401

lα(pcrit.) ≤ ν(pcrit.), both, the range and intensity of HIIS maximize as the402

HIs-network configuration exceeds its critical size marking the transition from403

the pre-inflection phase toward the post-inflection phase. The energy levels404
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associated with this phase transition are given by405

U(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) ∼

{

N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) · lα(pcrit.)
γpartI(pcrit.)−1 for s(pcrit.)<lα(pcrit.)≤ξ(pcrit.)

N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.) · lα(pcrit.)
γpartII(pcrit.)−1 for ξ(pcrit.)<lα(pcrit.)≤o(pcrit.)

(r2)
where N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.) can be replaced with its best-fitted Richards model,406

nric(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) (see caption of Figure 5 for Richards model parameters),407

providing with an estimation of the atom-packing energy (AE) (Figure 5(c)).408

Similarly to the NaVAb case [66], AE maximization occurs in the vicinity of the409

interval ξ(pcrit.)< lα(pcrit.)≤ ν(pcrit.) so that energetic coupling of the PMs410

with the VSs is dictated by the phase transition (Figure 5(c),(d)).411

Equation r1 indicates that inter-atomic HIs law is robust to microscopic412

modifications of the atomic structure, e.g., addition, removal or deletion of413

a small number of atoms corresponding to small-amplitude perturbations of414

N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) [85]. This happens however at the cost of re-tuning HI-415

cIS and, hence, also of AE that, in the case of small-amplitude perturbations416

of N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)), are expected to be up- and down-regulated toward and417

away from the critical point, respectively, in a power-law fashion described by418

r2 (Figure 5(c)). Mutation-induced perturbations propagating throughout the419

structure are thus expected to be amplified in the vicinity of the critical point420

while, on the other hand, to be damped out toward the interior (i.e., toward421

the HP and the SF) and toward channel exterior bounded by outer pore surface422

radius. Given that mutations in the structural proximity of the SF are highly423

likely to have a deleterious LOF effect [86], observed damping-out mechanism424

might act as a shield protecting SF’s biological machinery from mutations occur-425

ring within the pre-inflection phase. On the other hand, mutations occurring in426

the post-inflection phase are unlikely to affect the SF as they have to overcome427

a large energy barrier in order to reach channel interior. We thus hypothesize428

that critical clustering of pain-related mutations might actually reflect a trade-429

off between the two extremes; a destructive destabilization and an insignificant430

one.431

432
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433

Figure 5: Spatial profile of HIIS along NaV1.7’s pore. (a), Contour map of434

HIIS axial part, m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)), for p ∈ P and α = 1, 2, ..,Kα = 800. Blue and435

red color contour domains represent represent configurations of ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) with436

orientation ”out” and ”in”, respectively. Black lines R(p), R̄(p) and L(p) depict437

geometrical pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) represents the PMs-VSs438

spatial transition. Dashed black lines s(p), ξ(p) and o(p) account for the bound-439

aries between different domains. ξ(pcrit.) represents the critical radius. Black arrows440

[a], [b], [c], [d] and [e] indicate the clustering behavior of the zero-crossing points of441

m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) collected in Ω(1) describing boundaries among contour domains T

(1)
1 ,442

T
(1)
2 , T

(1)
3 , T

(1)
4 and T

(1)
5 . Mutations sites highlighted with red color correspond to443

misclassified events. Grey-shaded areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” highlight map ares where444

map density of mutation sites maximizes. (b), Distance between inflection points and445

mutation sites along the pore is also plotted in terms of the normalized (with respect446

to maximum value) statistical representations D̄
path.

ξ (p) and D̄cont.
ξ (p), respectively.447

(c), Power-law scaling of HIIS axial part for pcrit. = (px ≈ 0, py ≈ 0, pz = −12.1).448

The best-fitting first-part-inflection-domain and second-part-inflection-domain power-449

law approximations are also plotted with mean absolute relative fitting errors being450

0.09±0.01 and 0.15±0.03, respectively. (d), Power-law-like behavior of AE, U(p, lα(p))451

for pcrit. = (px≈0, py≈0, pz=−12.1). First- and second-part-inflection-domain mod-452

eling approximations of AE are also plotted with their mean absolute relative modeling453

errors being 0.11±0.02 and 0.14±0.03, respectively. AE model extrapolation toward the454
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lag-domain lα(p)≤ s(p) and the asymptote-domain lα(p)>o(p) result in a mean ab-455

solute relative fitting error of 6.06± 16.0 and 1.55± 6.39, respectively. Richards model456

parameters used for modeling AE are {A(pcrit.) = 1.03, t(pcrit.) = 0.03, s(pcrit.) =457

18.16, q̃(pcrit.) = 0.47}.458

459

We tested the critical-clustering hypothesis by calculating the distance each460

mutation structural location and SF’s critical point (SM, S8), and feeding re-461

trieved distances into a binary classifier. We achieved to classify correctly 28462

(out of 36) and 39 (out of 48) of pain-related and neutral mutations correctly463

with a cut-off distance of 5.8 Å . This translates to an area under receiver oper-464

ating characteristics (ROC) curve of 0.824 and pain phenotype prediction with465

specificity of 0.812 and sensitivity of 0.777 (Figure 6(a)). Intuitive geometri-466

cal depiction of this result requires to think of a ”hot” spherical shell squeezed467

between the spheres of radii ξ(pcrit.)+5.8 Å and ξ(pcrit.)−5.8 Å centered at468

pcrit. incorporating areas I and II thus containing the majority of pain-related469

structural locations. This tendency can be deduced from Figure 5 where we470

can see that correctly-classified pain-related and neutral sites tend to minimize471

and maximize, respectively, their distance from the critical radius ξ(pcrit.). The472

opposite holds for misclassified mutations. Note however that due to the pore473

points offset, distances of sites from ξ(pcrit.) line on Figure 5 are not equal with474

the distances of their structural locations from the surface of the sphere of ξ(p)475

(discrepancies are of order ≈ 3.13±4.63 Å). Misclassified pain-related mutations476

are I136V, W1538R, I1461T, R185H, I228M, I720K, I739V and T1596I indicat-477

ing that sensitivity output is qualitatively similar to the HP-based classification478

attempt. On the other hand, quality of specificity differs significantly among479

classification attempts as critical-point distance criterion misclassified neutrals480

M145L, M146S, R1207K, T1210N, V1613I, D890N, K1412I, K1415I and S1419N481

are clustering within the ”hot” spherical shell in proximity to HP’s boundary.482

483
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484

Figure 6: Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on their distance485

from SF’s critical point. (a), ROC curve constructed based on SF’s-critical-point486

distance data (for construction of data set see SM, S8). Optimal threshold value 5.8487

Å corresponds to specificity and sensitivity values of 0.812 and 0.777, respectively. Area488

under ROC curve is 0.824. (b), Visualization of ROC curve data. Optimal threshold489

value 5.8 Å is marked with black dashed line. ROC curve is constructed in R [67] by490

using the pROC package [84].491

492

Finally, in order to harvest the classification power of both predictors, we493

linearly combined distance metrics by calculating a weighted distance average494

(SM, S10). The weighted distance average achieved to classify correctly 29 (out495

of 36) pain-related mutations and 45 (out of 48) neutrals, i.e., sensitivity =496

0.805, specificity = 0.937, area under ROC curve = 0.872 (Figure 7(a)). The497

threshold weighted distance value is 9.6 Å and it indicates which mutations are498

found in proximity to SF’s critical point and HP’s boundary.499

500
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501

Figure 7: Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on the weighted dis-502

tance average. (a), ROC curve constructed based on weighted distance data (for503

construction of data set see SM, S8). Optimal threshold value 9.6 Å corresponds to504

specificity and sensitivity values of 0.805 and 0.937, respectively. Area under ROC505

curve is 0.872. (b), Visualization of ROC curve data. Optimal threshold value 9.6 Å is506

marked with black dashed line. ROC curve is constructed in R [67] by using the pROC507

package [84].508

509

The relatively-low sensitivity of the weighted distance average is not surpris-510

ing if we consider that both classifications attempts failed in correctly classifying511

pain-related mutations found far away from the HP and from the SF; misclassi-512

fied pain-related mutations are I136V, W1538R, I1461T, R185H, I720K, I739V513

and T1596I and all of them are found within the post-inflection phase with the514

exception of I1461T which is located within the lag domain but still far away515

from the HP and from the SF (Figure 3, 5(a) and 7). On the other hand, mis-516

classified neutrals R1207K, V1613I and S1419N occupy ”hot” spots located in517

proximity to SF’s critical point and HP’s boundary (Figure 3, 5(a) and 7).518

Discussion and concluding remarks519

Criticality hypothesis in biology aims at explaining how emergence of power-520

laws increases biological system’s robustness and efficiency hand-in-hand with521

evolution. Empirical evidence for complex biological systems operating near522

critical points include cases of gene expression [87], DNA sequences [88], protein523
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structures [60, 61, 62, 63], cell growth [89] and neuronal dynamics underlying524

brain activity [90]. In practice, criticality implies that system dynamics are525

delicately balanced between an ordered state where perturbations are damped-526

out and a disordered state where perturbations are amplified. Consequences527

of critical dynamics are associated with optimal information processing [91],528

enhanced network stability [92] and maximal sensitivity to external stimuli [93].529

In this work, instead of trying to predict the effect of missense SCN9A-530

gene mutations via comparing mutant NaV1.7 structures in silico, we extracted531

hydropathic features of the wild-type atomic environment encoding NaV1.7’s532

response to mutation-induced variations. Stated differently, we hypothesized533

that some regions of the atomic environment around NaV1.7’s pore exhibit534

higher sensitivity to mutation-induced perturbations due to the long-range na-535

ture of HIs guaranteeing their stability; a hallmark of SOC is that avalanche-like536

perturbing effects are amplified and fast-spreading throughout critical network537

locations [94]. To test this hypothesis we mapped mutation structural locations538

on their corresponding mutation sites and probed topological and scaling hydro-539

pathic characteristics of the atomic bulk around the pore. Importantly, this is540

possible due to the relatively-large number of pain-related mutations providing541

with the opportunity of structure-based mutation statistics and, consequently,542

identification of densely-populated (by mutation sites) structural domains.543

The starting point of the presented procedures was the approximation of the544

atomic cumulative distribution function around NaV1.7’s pore demonstrating545

that packing of atoms follows a sigmoid accumulation pattern. The generality of546

the Richards model was found to be adequate for this modeling purpose verifying547

the sigmoid accumulation hypothesis and, consequently, revealing a biphasic548

spatial organization of the atomic environment around the pore dictated by549

the spatial transition from the PM from the VSs. We showed that the pore is550

lined by a HP dominating within channel interior and that HIs stabilizing atom-551

packing around the SF are critically tuned with respect to the local inflection552

points. This NaV1.7 feature is shared with its evolutionary-ancestor, namely,553

with the pre-open NaVAb channel, suggesting that HIs scale-invariance might554

be conserved from NaVChs of bacterial homomers to NaVChs of mammalian555

heteromers [66].556

Pain-related mutations tend to occupy structural locations in proximity to557

the HP while maintaining a critical HIs-distance from the SF. Geometrically, this558

result indicates that the majority of pain-related mutations are found within a559

spherical shell around the SF incorporating parts of the HP. What might be the560

evolutionary principle underlying this non-random mutation distribution around561

NaV1.7’s pore? Given that the DEKA SF sequence is conserved among human562

and non-human NaVCh templates [95], we propose that expression of mutations563

at critical hydropathic-interactions distance from the SF might reflect an evolu-564

tionary trade-off between potentially-deleterious destabilizations occurring too565

close to the SF and insignificant polymorphisms occurring far away from it. Ac-566

cording to this rationale, mutations occupying critical hydropathic-interactions567

network locations lead to a GOF effect by increasing channel’s configuration568

space and, consequently, expanding physiological range of ionic currents, while569
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not risking structure deletion or severe destabilizations that can induce a LOF570

effect [86].571

Misclassification of seven pain-related events found within the post-inflection572

phase (namely, of I136V, W1538R, I1461T, R185H, I720K, I739V and T1596I)573

suggests that the destabilizing mutation effect within the post-inflection phase574

and, specifically, within the VSs needs to be locally investigated. In particular,575

misclassified pain-related events are likely to affect local properties of the VSs576

which are however crucial for physiological gating and ionic currents. It might577

therefore be useful for future studies to consider a decoupling of the PM from578

the VSs in order to focus solely on the cumulative hydropathic topology and579

HIs-networking within the VSs. Moreover, a goal for follow-up studies is to580

include biophysical characteristics of substituted amino acids (e.g., size, charge,581

hydropathicity-property, degree of conservation) into our model as this might582

not only improve classification accuracy but also provide with a more detailed583

picture of the mutation effect.584

Admittedly, a limitation of this study is the small (from a statistics point585

of view) number of available mutation events. To resolve this issue and pro-586

vide with stronger statistical validation, we may consider in future studies to587

increase number of neutral and pain-related mutations, for example, by intro-588

ducing NaV1.7 variants found in the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD)589

[96]. A methodological weakness is that we neglected radial hydropathic ef-590

fects. In particular, even if the amplitude of the radial HIIS component is small591

in comparison to the amplitude of the axial HIIS component, its role might592

be non-negligible for interactions between ions and pore walls. Moreover, it is593

important to remind at this point that we chose to work with a closed-state594

structural model of the NaV1.7 which most likely corresponds to a pre-open595

state of NaV1.7’s gating cycle. The rationale underlying this choice was that596

we sought to establish a connection (if any) between the closed-state NaV1.7597

and the closed-state NaVAb before we focus on the human NaV1.7 structure598

captured at an inactivated state [95].599

Our findings suggest that pathogenicity of NaV1.7 variants can be predicted600

if corresponding mutation structural locations are in structural and, hence, also601

hydropathic proximity to either the HP or the SF. Prediction of pathogenicity602

can then be performed with negligible computational effort and similar or even603

higher accuracy to [56] (reported accuracy: 0.81) but also to the more recent604

study of [97] where a MLE computational pipeline was employed (reported ac-605

curacy on the human NaV1.7 template: 63.5%). In an era where MLE pipelines606

become increasingly popular, the phenomenological framework curated in this607

study could provide biophysical rationalization to MLE-retrieved predictions for608

NaVCh pathophysiological characterization; crucially, hydropathicity-property609

is recognized as a key-feature for predicting functional effects of genetic defects610

in NaVChs, as well as, in voltage-gated calcium channels [86].611
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Figures

Figure 1

Atomic accumulation around NaV1.7’s pore. (a),(b) Cartoon illustration of the NaV1.7 human channel
(side and top views). The atomic environment around the pore is partitioned into three consecutive
domains; a lag domain, an inflection domain, and an asymptote domain. The upper boundaries of the lag
domain, of the pre-inflection domain and of the post-inflection domain are also shown in terms of their
statistical representations <αs>, <αξ>, <αξ> ≈<αν> and <αo>, respectively. Helical structures in (a),(b)
forming the PMs and the VSs are colored with red and blue color,268 respectively. (c), Traces of statistical
representations of the normalized (with respect to Nc) atomic CDF, < (p,lα(p))>α, and of its best-fitted
Richards model <n(p,lα(p))>αare plotted in log-scale with shaded areas around <N(p,lα(p))>α indicative of
95% confidence intervals. Statistical representations of scalars are calculated according to SM, S6.



Figure 2

Geometrical mapping of missense SCN9A-gene mutation sites. (a), Two sets of missense SCN9A-gene
mutation are employed; a pain-related set containing IEM, PPD and SFN mutation sites and a neutral set
containing mutation sitesnot related to pain disease (SM, S3). Lines αs, αξ and αo highlight the
boundaries among consecutive domains. Map areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” indicate maximizations in
density of mutation sites. (b), Histogram of mutation sites along α-direction. (c), Histogram of mutation
sites along p-direction. Red- and blue-colored histograms account for distribution of pain-related and
neutral mutation sites, respectively.



Figure 3

Spatial profile of the hydropathic density around NaV1.7’s pore. Contour map of the hydropathic density
pore function, m(0)(p,lα(p)), for p  P and α=1,2,..,Kα =800. Blue and red color contour domains represent
hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains around the pore, respectively. Black lines R(p),  (p) and L(p) depict
geometrical pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) represents the PMs-VSs spatial transition.
Dashed black lines s(p), ξ(p) and o(p) account for the boundaries between different domains (see
Methods). Zero-crossing points of m(0)(p,lα(p)) collected in Ω(0) describe the boundaries among
hydropathic domains T(0) 1 , T(0) 2 and T(0) 3 . Pain-related and neutral mutation sites are represented
by different symbols (see Legend). Mutations sites highlighted with red color correspond to misclassified
events. Grey-shaded areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” highlight map ares where map density of mutation sites
maximizes. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal
status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 4

Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on their distance from the HP’s boundary. (a), ROC curve
constructed based on the HP’s-boundarydistance data (for construction of data set see SM, S8). Optimal
threshold value corresponds to specificity and sensitivity values of 0.791 and 0.805, respectively. Area
under ROC curve is 0.787. (b), Visualization of ROC curve data. Optimal threshold value 18.13 ˚Ais
marked with black dashed line. Shaded area around distance values indicates the 95% confidence
intervals. ROC curve is constructed in R [67] by using the pROC package [84].



Figure 5

Spatial profile of HIIS along NaV1.7’s pore. (a), Contour map of HIIS axial part, m(1) z (p,lα(p)), for p  P
and α = 1,2,..,Kα = 800. Blue and red color contour domains represent represent configurations of ~ m(1) z
(p,lα(p)) with orientation ”out” and ”in”, respectively. Black lines R(p), ¯ R(p) and L(p) depict geometrical
pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) represents the PMs-VSs spatial transition. Dashed black
lines s(p), ξ(p) and o(p) account for the boundaries between different domains. ξ(pcrit.) represents the
critical radius. Black arrows [a], [b], [c], [d] and [e] indicate the clustering behavior of the zero-crossing
points of m(1) z (p,lα(p)) collected in Ω(1) describing boundaries among contour domains T(1) 1 , T(1) 2 ,
T(1) 3 , T(1) 4 and T(1) 5 . Mutations sites highlighted with red color correspond to misclassified events.
Grey-shaded areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” highlight map ares where map density of mutation sites
maximizes. (b), Distance between inflection points and mutation sites along the pore is also plotted in
terms of the normalized (with respect to maximum value) statistical representations ¯ Dpath. ξ (p) and ¯
Dcont. ξ (p), respectively. (c), Power-law scaling of HIIS axial part for pcrit. = (px ≈ 0,py ≈ 0,pz = −12.1).
The best-fitting first-part-inflection-domain and second-part-inflection-domain power-law approximations



are also plotted with mean absolute relative fitting errors being 0.09±0.01 and 0.15±0.03, respectively. (d),
Power-law-like behavior of AE, U(p,lα(p)) for pcrit. = (px≈0,py≈0,pz =−12.1). First- and second-part-
inflection-domain modeling approximations of AE are also plotted with their mean absolute relative
modeling errors being 0.11±0.02 and 0.14±0.03, respectively. AE model extrapolation toward the lag-
domain lα(p)≤s(p) and the asymptote-domain lα(p)>o(p) result in a mean absolute relative fitting error of
6.06±16.0 and 1.55±6.39, respectively. Richards model parameters used for modeling AE are {A(pcrit.) =
1.03,t(pcrit.) = 0.03,s(pcrit.) = 18.16, ˜ q(pcrit.) = 0.47}. Note: The designations employed and the
presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.

Figure 6

Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on their distance from SF’s critical point. (a), ROC curve
constructed based on SF’s-critical-point distance data (for construction of data set see SM, S8). Optimal
threshold value 5.8 Åcorresponds to specificity and sensitivity values of 0.812 and 0.777, respectively.



Area under ROC curve is 0.824. (b), Visualization of ROC curve data. Optimal threshold value 5.8 Å is
marked with black dashed line. ROC curve is constructed in R [67] by using the pROC package [84].

Figure 7

Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on the weighted distance average. (a), ROC curve
constructed based on weighted distance data (for construction of data set see SM, S8). Optimal
threshold value 9.6 Å corresponds to specificity and sensitivity values of 0.805 and 0.937, respectively.
Area under ROC curve is 0.872. (b), Visualization of ROC curve data. Optimal threshold value 9.6 Å is
marked with black dashed line. ROC curve is constructed in R [67] by using the pROC package [84].
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